
Our powerful concrete cleaner, Discrete, will not dry as quickly as other chemicals
on a hot surface because it has a wetting agent incorporated. While this is a huge
benefit, we found Discrete did not play nicely with an average handheld or
backpack sprayer with normal rubber O-rings and seals. As you can imagine it
makes the seals very slippery and causes dripping and leaking. 

Introducing - The A-Team. 
After doing extensive research we found three heavy-duty spraying units that pair
beautifully with Discrete that have Viton Seals. Viton Seals work perfectly with
Discrete's wetting agent and there is no dripping or leaking.
Introducing our IK 1L, 6L and 12L Handheld and Backpack Sprayers. These
spraying units have maximum strength and versatility with even the most
aggressive chemicals.

DISCRETE PRODUCT LAUNCH
Handheld and Backpack Sprayers

"These IK special sprayers
are amongst the toughest
on the market and can be
used safely in a wide
variety of situations and
conditions."



Testing: Hanson's Concrete Truck
DISCRETE PRODUCT LAUNCH

If you have ever tried to remove concrete
splatter from a botched job you will know it's
no easy task. 
But Discrete says Hold my Beer. 
Based on organic, natural sources, Discrete is
environmentally friendly and safe to use. 
Discrete has no Acidic value yet works the
same on the concrete build up as
Hydrochloric acid.

How does that relate to your awesome new IK
1L, 6L and 12L Heavy-Duty Viton Seal
Spraying Units?
I'm glad you asked. 
Discrete does all the hard work getting rid of
your concrete splatters spills and build up. But
it has to be diluted, applied, scrubbed and
washed off. 
The last thing you want to deal with is
dripping and leakages from your spraying
units and having to clean them up as well!
Our IK 1L, 6L and 12L Spraying units are built
for comfort, messy jobs, ease of use and most
importantly Discrete! 
Why work hard when you can work smart?

Hanson's care about the appearance
of their concrete trucks. They were
very impressed with how quickly we
got the job done using the new
spraying units and just how effective
Discrete was to their well-used
machine.
You can see from the picture on the
right where Discrete was applied and
where it had dripped down the
machine after being washed off.
Mic drop.



Testing: MCA Mining Vehicle
DISCRETE PRODUCT LAUNCH

“Mining Grime” is basically a natural mineral-based substance that builds up on mining
vehicles. It cakes itself onto vehicles & equipment and is not easily removed by just a lot of
scrubbing and detergent. 
It's like the build-up on your shower screen, multiplied by 100. Yuck...

Like Hanson's, MCA take pride in the appearance of their mining vehicles. 
Mining vehicles receive quite a hammering in their environment and its not uncommon for
rust to build up from the hard water used on mine sites or stickers to peel. 
MCA were concerned that Discrete would make these problems worse but we reassured them
that as long as the Discrete is applied and washed correctly it would cause no further
problems. In the photo on the bottom right you can see easily what side Discrete was used on
the Bullbar #proudparent.

We found filling up the IK Spraying Units very simple with the large openings, it meant no
spillages which is something we suffered in the past. 
The level indicator was very handy for working out how much water to use with diluting. 
The 12L Backpack unit was very comfortable to wear and dummy proof to use. It got the
whole MCA vehicle done easily in one go.
The 6L was the fan favourite for being the perfect size to carry and precise spraying nozzle.
The 1L is the perfect thing for small jobs. we found it so easy to use and paired perfectly with
our 750ml Discrete bottle.



1L IK™ Discrete
Hand-Held

Sprayer

Made of special, high resistance
materials for use with various
chemicals.
Designed for smaller jobs only
weighing at 1kg.
The hand pump is effortless to use
and can be locked into place.
Viton seals for excellent Discrete
resistance and durability.
See liquid level at a glance with tank
graduations.
The pressure safety valve ensures the
sprayer is protected from over
pressurisation.

The 1L IK is the perfect Baby Bear
partner for Discrete. It has been designed
for small cleaning jobs and light duties
but has maximum strength and
versatility with even the most aggressive
chemicals.

$88.74
BUY NOW



6L IK™ Discrete Hand-Held Sprayer

Made of special, high resistance materials for use with various
chemicals.
Designed for heavy-duty but only weighing 6kg!
The hand pump is effortless to use and can be locked into place.
Can be worn over one shoulder or held by the handle.
Viton seals for excellent Discrete resistance and durability.
See liquid level at a glance with tank graduations.
The pressure safety valve ensures the sprayer is protected from
over pressurisation.

The 6L IK is Discrete's middle child sprayer, but only in size! Not in love.
Because we sure love using this Sprayer! It's super practical to use and
makes the job quick and enjoyable (who would have thought?)

$274.90
BUY NOW



12L IK™ Discrete Backpack Sprayer

Made of special, high resistance materials for use with various
chemicals.
Designed for heavy duties weighing 12kg.
The hand pump is placed on the opposite side of the spraying unit for
ease of use.
Adjustable padded back-pack straps for comfort.
Viton seals for excellent Discrete resistance and durability.
See liquid level at a glance with tank graduations.
The pressure safety valve ensures the sprayer is protected from over
pressurisation.

The 12L IK backpack sprayer is the Big Daddy of our Discrete Spraying
units. He offers a heavy-duty, professional spraying solution to achieve
optimum results in a wide range of sectors.

$356.36
BUY NOW


